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The United States vs. Elizabeth A. Holmes

▪ Indictment:  
– Count 1: Conspiracy to Commit 

Wire Fraud against Theranos 
Investors.

– Count 2: Conspiracy to Commit 
Wire Fraud against Doctors and 
Theranos Patients.

– Counts 3-8: Wire Fraud against 
Theranos investors.

– Counts 9-12: Wire Fraud against 
Theranos patients.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Count 1: Conspiracy to commit fraud against investors.Count 2: Conspiracy to commit fraud against patients and doctors. Count 3 to 5: Wire fraud for funds wired to Theranos during the last two days of December 2013. The amounts wired equal $10,324,890.Hall GroupBlack Diamond (Chris Lucas group)Alan EisenmanCount 6: Wire fraud for $38,336,632 transferred by PFM Hedge Fund on February 6, 2014.Count 7: Wire fraud for $99,999,984 transferred by RDV Corp (DeVoss family investment group) on October 31, 2014.Count 8: Wire fraud for $5,999,997 transferred by Dan Mosley (Craveth Estate Planning attorney) on October 31, 2014.Count 9: Wire fraud against Theranos patient B.B. Patient made a telephone call to Theranos to ask about blood test results. Count 9 is not in the jury verdict because the prosecution screwed up and failed to add the type of test that B.B. had to the list of tests that were proven not reliable. Count 10: Wire fraud against patient E.T. for lab tests paid for on May 11, 2015 for an allegedly false positive HIV test.Count 11: Wire fraud against patient M.E. for lab tests paid for on May 6, 2015 for a pregnancy test that falsely showed she had miscarried.Count 12: Wire fraud against patients for approximately $1.1 million wired from Theranos’s bank to media companies to purchase advertisements about Theranos wellness centers in Arizona. The theory is that the ads contained fraudulent and misleading statements that induced patients to pay money for Theranos tests. Note on patient testimony: patients were prohibited from testifying about the impact the false/incorrect blood tests had on them. They were only allowed to testify about the incorrect results. 

https://cand.uscourts.gov/wp-content/uploads/cases-of-interest/usa-v-holmes-et-al/USA-v.-Holmes-18-CR-00258-Dkt-469-Third-Sup-Indictment.pdf


Verdict

▪ Count 1: Guilty Conspiracy to Commit Wire Fraud – investors.

▪ Count 2: Not Guilty Conspiracy to Commit Wire Fraud – patients.

▪ Counts 3-5: Hung Jury/no verdict Wire Fraud – investors.

▪ Count 6: Guilty Wire Fraud – investors.

▪ Count 7: Guilty Wire Fraud – investors.

▪ Count 8: Guilty Wire Fraud – investors.

▪ Counts 10-12: Not Guilt Wire Fraud – patients. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Count 1: Conspiracy to commit fraud against investors. Count 2: Jury acquitted on patient counts b/c felt Holmes was too far removed.Count 3 to 5: Wire fraud for funds wired to Theranos during the last two days of December 2013. The amounts wired equal $10,324,890.These were early Theranos investors: Hall Group; Black Diamond Investors (Chris Lucas), and Alan Eisenman. Eisenman was an investor from Texas. He was reprimanded several times by judge, including for reaching out directly to the prosecutors. Jury ultimately felt that the fact that Theranos tried to buy back his shares at one point cut against any allegation that he was a victim of a fraud.Evidence was less compelling.Early investors before blatant lies like in Fortune magazine article and slide deck with forged pharma logos. December 2013 investor call with Black Diamon was ambiguous at best. For example, Holmes described us in military context as a future possibility. Holmes didn’t outright lie about current capabilities or applications in this call. This shows thoughtfulness by the jury. They parsed out the evidence. Count 6: Wire fraud for $38,336,632 transferred by PFM Hedge Fund on February 6, 2014.Count 7: Wire fraud for $99,999,984 transferred by the DeVos Family investment arm (RDV Corp.) on October 31, 2014.Count 8: Wire fraud for $5,999,997 transferred by Dan Mosley (Craveth Estate Planning attorney) on October 31, 2014.Count 9: Wire fraud against Theranos patient B.B. Patient made a telephone call to Theranos to ask about blood test results. Count 9 is not in the jury verdict because the particular test B.B. received was not among the 25 blood tests the DOJ identified as the tests it claimed Theranos was not capable of producing on a consistent basis. So government could not call this witness (clerical error on government’s part).Count 10: Wire fraud against patient E.T. for lab tests paid for on May 11, 2015. This was for a HIV test that came back as a false positive, but the jury couldn’t determine if E.T. actually got a test result. [Also need to talk about rulings on patient testimony, including no testimony about the emotional impact or harm they experienced from bad lab results].Count 11: Wire fraud against patient M.E. for lab tests paid for on May 6, 2015. This was for a pregnancy test that showed M.E. had miscarried.Count 12: Wire fraud against patients for approximately $1.1 million wired from Theranos’s bank to media companies to purchase advertisements about Theranos wellness centers. The theory was that patients were induced to buy lab tests by fraudulent advertising. Patient Counts:The crime was that Holmes knowingly pitched a faulty product to induce patients to spend money to pay for lab tests. Jury felt they couldn’t quite make that leap that Holmes knowingly pitched Theranos products to induce patients. The theory for fraud was that Theranos paid an ad agency to advertise wellness centers and those ads included fraudulent information that induced patients to buy lab tests.A lot of people were upset that Holmes was acquitted on the patient counts. This seems to arise from a basic misunderstanding about the crimes charged on behalf of Theranos patients. These were financial crimes involving fraud claims. They did not arise from patient harm – those types of claims would have most likely have required state law/tort based civil claims by patients for medical battery or a similar civil theory. 

https://cand.uscourts.gov/wp-content/uploads/cases-of-interest/usa-v-holmes-et-al/US-v-Holmes-18-cr-00258-EJD-Dkt-1235-Returned-Final-Verdict-Form.pdf


What made Holmes Different?

▪ Childhood aspirations.

▪ Elizabeth Holmes was different from other founders.  

▪ Holding sway over investors and board members: 
– Don Lucas
– George Schultz
– Henry Kissinger
– Robertson (Stanford Professor)

▪ Medical device start up.
– No degree.
– No scientific or medical experience.

▪ Sexism in Silicon Valley

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When asked as a child what she wanted to do in life, Holmes said she wanted to be a billionaire.Fuisz said Holmes’s father, Christian, had a real sense of entitlement based on the traditional importance of the family name.Ken Auletta New Yorker article: Holmes felt pressure because of the family legacy.Founders: Holmes was substantively different than other drop out founders of start ups.Steve Jobs dropped out to start up a computer companyBill Gates dropped out to start a software company.Mark Zuckerberg dropped out to start a social media company.Holmes dropped out to start a biotechnology company.The difference: this requires scientific and medical expertise, which usually requires many years of advanced education and years and years of experience.Holmes dropped out of Stanford after 2 semesters. No scientific degree or training.Fake it until you make it hyperbole:It’s not unusual for start ups to make outlandish claims about what they plan to do. Many believe Holmes crossed a line when she claimed Theranos had blood testing technology that it could presently perform many tests using a small quantity of blood when Theranos did not, in fact, possess such blood testing technology.Holmes marketed Theranos blood testing technology by claiming it could already perform.Don Lucus:Silicon Valley investment banker and early investor in Oracle. On The Dropout podcast, Lucas said he overlooked Elizabeth’s lack of business experience because of the Fleischmann connection and because her great-great-grandfather, Dr. Christian Rasmus Holmes (husband of Bettie Fleischmann), had established Cincinnati General Hospital and the University of Cincinnati Medical School. Thus, Lucas figured, Elizabeth had business and medicine in her genes. “So she came by both of these, the two things that were necessary here, quite naturally,”Full Quote: “She had no background in business, and so it’s quite presumptuous for somebody to say, “I’m going to be president of the company.” But there’s an important distinction. That’s what I felt when I [first] met her. After spending a lot more time with her, I learned her great-grandfather was an entrepreneur and started Fleischmann’s – packaged yeast. It was very successful. So that was one side, that’s the entrepreneur side, but she was in the medical side. Ah! It turns out later, the hospital very near where they lived is named after her great uncle who was involved with medicine. So she came by both of the two talents necessary here, one medicine and the other entrepreneurship, quite naturally. You could just see it the way she handles things, the way she thinks.”No scientific experience. No medical experience. Started a blood testing company at 19. Was able to convince season statesman, investors, and military leaders to join her board.Several of the Board members, most notably Lucas and Schultz, seemed to approach Holmes paternalistically.   The sexism issue is difficult to assess in this case.   Holmes is wildly intelligent and charismatic. Made Safeway CEO Steven Burd swoon: “When she presented to our board, when she was talking, she owned the room.”NPR article linked above: Sexism exists in Silicon Valley, but no one gets to opt out of all relevant context.The gender dynamics in Theranos pulled both directions. Schultz and others treated her paternalistically. Schultz even said he had under estimated Holmes. But what if he didn’t just underestimate her abilities, but also her ruthlessness?What if Holmes understood Silicon Valley’s sexism and used it to her advantage?

https://medium.com/codex/elizabeth-holmes-was-different-from-other-founders-e768063afbd
https://www.npr.org/2022/01/06/1070525046/elizabeth-holmes-theranos-trial-fraud


The Idea

▪ Afraid of needles. 

▪ Genome Institute in Singapore.

▪ The patch.

▪ The mini-lab.

▪ The Uncle.

▪ Medical technology Venture 
Capital firm – rejection. 

▪ Co-Founder doubts.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
VC Firm:Holmes met with MedVenture Associates, which is a VC firm in Silicon Valley that specialized in medical technology investments. Met with 5 partners from the firm. Spoke in generalities about the technology’s potential. These were people with PhD’s and real experience and subject matter expertise.They asked her a lot detailed questions about the technology that Holmes could not answer. The meeting got tense. Holmes got up and left the meeting “in a huff.”

https://stylecaster.com/elizabeth-holmes-net-worth/


Dr. Phyllis Gardner – Early Impressions

▪ Stanford professor, was an 
early mentor to Holmes. 
– Stanford students would ask to 

invite Holmes to speak as a female 
founder, but Gardner wouldn't 
allow it.

– "I support women. I always have. 
I've gotten in trouble for it. I've 
pushed hard … But I'm not going 
to support a fraud — I don't care 
what your gender is.“

– "You put people in danger … I don't 
forgive that."

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“One day Elizabeth came to me and she described her idea. She wanted to incorporate microfluidics and nanotechnology into a patch, where you could sample the blood and detect an infection and at that point deliver antibiotics through it. Well you can’t do that. It’s impossible, physically … So I said, ‘Elizabeth that’s fun, but I don’t think that’s going to work.’ … She came back twice I think. I try to help students but I felt like I can’t help you. You’re not listening.”’Sent Holmes to Channing Robertson. Holmes worked in his lab. Met Shaunak Roy there. In fact, the nano-technology never worked. The microfluidics never worked. The only thing Theranos actually did was to shrink lab testing equipment, and that barely worked. 

https://www.businessinsider.com/stanford-professor-phyllis-gardner-on-theranos-and-elizabeth-holmes-2019-3


TedMed 2014






Unpacking TedMed Talk

▪ It does not appear Holmes was at all close to her uncle.
– He died 18 months before the TedMed talk, long after Holmes came up with the 

idea for a miniaturized lab. 
– Bad Blood: “To family members who knew the reality of their relationship, using 

his death to promote her company felt phony and exploitative…”.

▪ “Actionable” health information and access to care.
– Sales pitch.
– No information about how the technology works.
– No explanation for what patients might do with “actionable” health information. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TedMed talk was nothing more than a sales pitch full of hyperbole and vague statements about how Theranos technology may help patients.No explanation about how the technology works. People can buy poisonous snakes or even a tank online, but they cannot get their own lab results based on the way the system is set up. Can’t order a pregnancy test or fertility test. Can’t order an allergy test. Can’t order an STI test. 80 million Americans are pre-diabetic, but don’t know it (signs of Type II diabetes are well known)People don’t have access to information to make health care decisionsHolmes never answers the question about what people do with this information in the existing system when they have it. Theranos is a paradigm switch – people aren’t forced to present with symptoms before they can get access to health care; this gives everyone access to “actionable” health information.Possible to run comprehensive lab tests from a few drops of blood from a fingertip – we eliminated the need for multiple tubes of blood drawn from the arm **THIS WAS NOT ACCURATE OR TRUE**“We see a world where people have access to lab results any time of day and anywhere. This decentralized testing framework makes decentralized care possible in developing economies.” What does this even mean?

https://www.refinery29.com/en-us/2019/03/226938/who-elizabeth-holmes-uncle-died-cancer-true-story


Dissent: Not Tolerated

▪ CFO Henry Mosley.

▪ Avie Tevanian.

▪ Todd Surdey and Michael 
Esquivel.

▪ Kevin Hunter.

▪ Lieutenant Colonel David 
Shoemaker.

▪ Employee Dossiers.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mosley: Company CFO. Told by co-founder that Holmes had faked real-time results in presentation to Novartis in Switzerland and had presented pre-recorded results. Did this because the mini machine kept malfunctioning and breaking. Had asked to see contracts with pharma companies Holmes said were in the works. Always put off by Holmes who said they were in “legal review.”Raised concerns with Holmes about the faked results. Advised Holmes that they cannot fool investors. Holmes’s demeanor immediately changed. “Henry, you’re not a team player. I think you should leave right now.”Board never asked what happened to CFO. After he was fired, Theranos IT found that Mosley had used his work laptop to visit pornography websites. The was presented as the reason for why Holmes fired Mosley. Tevanian:Former apple exec brought on to the board. Began to have doubts about revenue projections. Asked to see pharma K’s and told same thing as Mosley “under legal review.”At a comp committee meeting Don Lucas said Holmes was starting a foundation for tax-planning and wanted the Board to approve a special grant of shares to the foundation. Did not think this was good corporate governance – gave Holmes more control. So he objected. Don Lucas asked him to meet – said Holmes was upset and wanted him to resign. But Lucas agreed that he was just being a good Board member by asking questions. Avie continued later to press Don Lucas on major changes to the company so Lucas asked him to resign. Avie agreed to, he didn’t need the conflict. Lucas first asked Avie to vote to waive the company’s right to re-purchase co-founder Shaunak Roy’s shares. He was leaving the company and wanted to sell most of his shares to Holmes. Lucas also asked Avie to waive his own rights to buy the shares. Holmes was buying Roy’s shares for a huge discount. Avie decided he would exercise his right to buy some of the shares.On Christmas Eve at 11:17 p.m. Avie got an email from Theranos General Counsel accusing him of acting in bad faith and Theranos was considering suing him for breaching his fiduciary duties. Avie phoned an attorney friend, who told him: “Given everything you know about this company, do your really want to own more of it?”Surley/Esquival:Surley was head of marketing and sales. Esquival was general counsel. Surley began to believe Holmes was misleading the Board about the technology and about revenues. Surley shared with Esquival and Esquival admitted he had his doubts, too.They told Board member Tom Brodeen, who told them to take their concerns to Lucas. Lucas listened to them and called an emergency board meeting. During this meeting they decided to remove Holmes as CEO. Holmes joined the meeting and spent 2 hours convincing them to change their minds. A few weeks later Holmes fired both Surley and Esquival. This wasn’t treated as a whistleblower situation or retaliation. Board did not seem to object or question why these two employees were fired a few weeks after bringing information to the Board that had convinced them to remove Holmes. Hunter:Consultant hired by Walgreens to perform due diligence on Theranos. Hunter raised multiple concerns about Theranos’s lack of transparency and about problems with the product. Hunter was denied access to Theranos’s lab.After a lot of pushing about testing, Hunter was given a document from Johns Hopkins that Theranos told him supported that the Theranos lab had been tested by third parties. This was just a letter summarizing a meeting Hopkins had with Holmes and Balwani and what Holmes and Balwani had told them. This was not confirming independent testing and the letter included a disclaimer that Hopkins was not endorsing the Theranos product. Holmes told Walgreens execs to stop involving Hunter once he started asking hard questions for Holmes and Balwani to answer. Shoemaker:PhD in microbiology.Got involved when Holmes started pushing the miliary to use Theranos tech in the field (via Mattis)Contacted the FDA to ask if Theranos’s methods of testing were legit. This caused the FDA to reach out to Theranos. This made Holmes super mad. She complained to General Mattis. Shoemaker asked Mattis for a compromise – compare Theranos results to the Army’s “regular” testing labs. Theranos refused to do this. Dossiers: Holmes and Balwani asked the IT director, Matt Bissel, to prepare dossiers on people who quit so that information could later be used against them if needed.  

https://www.moneycontrol.com/news/business/bad-blood-the-book-that-unmasked-theranos-and-elizabeth-holmes-and-a-broken-start-up-culture-7907391.html


Science Stuff – finger sticks and 
research

▪ Some scientists say Holmes’s 
idea is impossible.  

▪ Complete lack of peer review 
or third-party verification

▪ “Move fast, break stuff” ethos 
does not work for medical 
startups.

▪ Alternative Approach: peer 
reviewed or clinical research.
– Belmont Report. Ethical Principles 

and Guidelines for the Protection 
of Human Subjects of Research

▪ Ken Auletta New Yorker:  
– Quest : finger stick blood tests are 

not reliable for clinical diagnostics.
– “Comically vague.”
– Asked Theranos for third party 

data to verify; none provided. 

▪ Some research studies suggest 
that finger sticks may not be 
reliable for diagnostic 
purposes. 

▪ Theranos damaged other 
testing companies' efforts.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
New Yorker articleNigel Clarke, Quest’s senior scientific director for mass spectrometry, immunology, and automation, “argues that finger-stick blood tests aren’t reliable for clinical diagnostic tests; because the blood isn’t drawn from a vein, the sample can be contaminated by lanced capillaries or damaged tissue. Holmes strongly disagrees: “We have data that show you can get a perfect correlation between a finger stick and a venipuncture for every test that we run.” When I asked for evidence, I was sent a document by Daniel P. Edlin, Theranos’s senior product manager, titled “Select Data.” It purported to show favorable results from numerous comparison tests. I asked Edlin if the tests had been conducted by an independent third party. He replied by e-mail: “The clinical tests were conducted by a combination of Theranos and external labs,” but he wouldn’t say which ones.”What exactly happens in the machines is treated as a state secret, and Holmes’s description of the process was comically vague: “A chemistry is performed so that a chemical reaction occurs and generates a signal from the chemical interaction with the sample, which is translated into a result, which is then reviewed by certified laboratory personnel.” She added that, thanks to “miniaturization and automation, we are able to handle these tiny samples.”Scientific Study: “These data suggest caution when using measurements from a single drop of fingerprick blood.”Alternatives: Theranos relied on trade secret law to protect its intellectual property. Unclear that this was the correct or ethical approach. The use of diluted finger sticks on commercial analyzers had never been peer reviewed or confirmed as scientifically reliable via clinical research studies. This basically subjected patients to an experimental blood testing process without their knowledge or consent. Theranos could have patented its process (perhaps – the owners of the commercial analyzers may have had something to say about that type of patent application) and then allowed third parties to create peer reviewed confirmation of the blood testing processes. Theranos could have likewise created clinical research studies following the rules for human subject research that would have allowed patients to consent to these unproven blood testing techniques to determine if they could consistently provide accurate results. CMS ultimately forced Theranos to void or correct over a million blood test results and banned Theranos/Holmes from running a blood testing lab, which suggests the possible outcome of a traditional clinical research study.  

https://www.theverge.com/22834348/theranos-blood-testing-innovation-drop-holmes
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2014/12/15/blood-simpler
https://academic.oup.com/ajcp/article/144/6/885/1761216?login=true
https://slate.com/technology/2021/09/elizabeth-holmes-theranos-competitors-trial.html


Ducking FDA Oversight

▪ FDA approves blood testing equipment that is sold by a 
manufacturer to a testing company. 
– For example: Siemens makes blood testing devices and testing companies like 

Quest and LabCore purchase them. FDA must approve Siemens machines.

▪ Theranos manufactured its own devices.
– This does not require FDA approval as long as Theranos did not sell their 

machines or allow them for use outside of its own lab. 

▪ Zero scientific testing. 

▪ Zero peer review. 

▪ Zero disclosure about how the testing device actually works. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zLugc3g1dGo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RWIOggQZ5ns


Ian Gibbons

▪ Seasoned scientist. 

▪ Friends with Channing Robertson.

▪ Realized that they could not make the math add up.

▪ Holmes fired, then re-hired, but in a demoted position. 

▪ Theranos sued Richard Fuisz over a patent dispute and Fuisz asked to 
depose Gibbons.

▪ Discovered that Holmes was added to all Theranos patents as lead 
inventor.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ian was a brilliant person, and was the stereotypically quirky scientist. He was not a people person, but was well-read and had varied interests (photography, opera).Ian eventually began to believe that he could not make the science work.Ian discovered during depo prep that Holmes was identified as the lead inventor on all Theranos patents, but Holmes provided negligible, if any, benefit to the patents. Gibbons knew this could result in invalidating the patents and it scared him.Ian was also worried that he would be forced to testify that Theranos’s technology didn’t work. Ian began to believe if he was forced to testify at the deposition that the science and technology didn’t work that he would be fired. He was 67 years old and feared that he would never be able to find work again.Ian committed suicide in May 2013, a few days before he was supposed to be deposed. Theranos did not offer condolences or really do anything, other than to send an email to Ian’s widow, Rochelle, demanding the immediate return of all Theranos equipment, documents, and confidential information. Ian had been largely working from home. 



The Whistleblowers

▪ Erika Cheung and Tyler Schultz
help blow the lid off.

▪ Noticed the machines did not 
work as intended.

▪ Emailed CLIA.

▪ Reported to Holmes.

▪ Quit/fired and ambushed.

▪ Reported to CMS – lab inspection.

▪ Holmes at trial: wishes she had 
treated them better.    

https://www.ted.com/speakers/erika_Cheung
https://www.npr.org/2022/01/05/1070474663/theranos-whistleblower-tyler-shultz-elizabeth-holmes-verdict-champagne
https://www.wsj.com/livecoverage/elizabeth-holmes-trial-theranos/card/o9Kx93UNbop9d1LTniS4


Prosecution vs. Defense - Trial Strategy

▪ Robert Leach – lead DOJ 
prosecutor: 
– Manipulative fraudster.
– Lied to get money.

▪ Lance Wade: 
– Blind faith in Balwani and trusted 

lab directors, who were 
responsible for the lab.

– Mistakes do not equal crime.
– Investors failed due diligence.

https://www.npr.org/2021/09/08/1035035043/prosecutors-call-theranos-ex-ceo-elizabeth-holmes-a-liar-and-a-cheat-as-trial-op


The Smoking Guns

▪ The Pfizer Letter/pharma reports: 
– Holmes altered herself.
– Logo indicated Pfizer support.

▪ Financial Projections:  
– Essentially a fantasy.  

▪ Fortune Article.
– Lied about lab.

▪ Texts: 
– CMS inspection.
– Media coverage brings deals. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Pfizer:Jury felt Holmes was intentionally making things look better than they actually were. Juror said this was “clearly deceptive.”Holmes admitted revising the letters herself. Holmes deleted unfavorable information and added favorable information. These were pilot projects. None of the companies endorsed Theranos. Shane Webber at Pfizer testified that he advised Pfizer not to further pursue a relationship with Theranos and he testified that he told Holmes that Pfizer was no longer interested. He also testified that the Pfizer logo was added by Holmes without permission. Shearing Plough testified the same thing. Contracts with Pfizer and Shearing Plough also prohibited Theranos from using their names, logos, trademarks, etc. Roger Parloff: wanted to see the lab where tests were conducted. Holmes lied and told him he had already seen the lab where Theranos had its mini-labs displayed at headquarters. The lab actually performing tests were commercial analyzers hidden away. Parloff did not report on that because he was mislead about the nature of the actual lab. CMS texts: Holmes “praying nonstop.” This was someone who clearly knew not everything was on the up and up.When Balwani said they needed to back off of media coverage Holmes responded that is what was getting Theranos deals.  Projections:Misled DeVos family rep Lisa Peterson that Theranos rolling out in 900 Walgreens stores. The number was scaled back to 200 and Holmes knew that, but Peterson had written “900 stores” on the investment materials Holmes gave to her because that’s the number Holmes told her, which was a lie. Peterson went to Theranos expecting to invest $50 million.FOMO and invested $100 million – Theranos/Holmes led them to believe they were hand picked from a small pool of potential investors to be invited to join in a long-term investment, but if they didn’t invest now they would be frozen out of future investment opportunities.Misrepresentations included:Theranos tech used on military helicopters and in refugee camps.Machines used in clinical trials with major pharma companies. Machines could run 200 to 300 tests using a tiny amount of blood.Never told Peterson that most Theranos tests were run on third party machines.Provided “wildly optimistic” revenues projections.Theranos Wellness Centers coming to 900 Walgreens stores. Holmes’s attorneys attempted to blame Peterson for not doing sufficient due diligence by hiring regulatory attorneys to review or contacting Walgreens to discuss. Peterson testified that Holmes said FDA regulations didn’t apply so did not hire anyone for a regulatory review. Feared contacting Walgreens, which might result in getting uninvited to invest by going around Holmes. They believed what Holmes told them. The jurors were also unimpressed with Holmes’s demonstration of the mini-labs. “Potemkin-Village” approach. Theranos showed its proprietary devices to investors, but then took blood samples from investors back to the “real” lab where the samples were diluted and ran on conventional blood testing equipment. 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/jury-in-elizabeth-holmes-trial-seized-on-two-smoking-guns-to-convict-theranos-founder-juror-says-11641503502?page=2
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-elizabeth-holmes-trial-investor-describes-being-wooed-by-theranos-11635286361?mod=article_inline


Key Testimony 

▪ Holmes: I was in charge.

▪ Holmes’s claims to investors that 
technology was currently in use 
were lies. 

▪ Balwani abuse. 
– Met at Stanford Chinese immersion 

program; Holmes 18, Balwani 38. 
– Controlling.  
– Sexual assault. 
– Balwani denies abuse.
– “He impacted everything about who 

I was, and I don’t fully understand 
that.”

– Jury: believed Holmes, but not 
relevant.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Balwani Abuse:Holmes didn’t call an expert who was identified to tie the abuse allegations to her actions. That could have been a significant gamble because it may have forced Holmes to essentially admit she committed fraud, but was incapable of forming the requisite intent because of the abuse. Accused Holmes of being mediocre and he had to rebuild her. Controlled Holmes’s schedule, daily agenda, who she met with, how she talked, etc. Holmes: “He impacted everything about who I was, and I don’t fully understand that.”Holmes credibility:Jury rated all witness on a scale of 1 to 4, with 4 being credible and 1 not credible. Rated Holmes a 2 on this scale – the lowest rating they gave any witness. The jurors gave witnesses who appeared to have an agenda a lower rating. For example, Erika Cheung was given a rating of 3 because the jury felt she was out to get Holmes. Cheung responded by saying she respected the jury’s effort, but that this rating system shows that whistleblowers still face a stigma for speaking out.The jury felt Holmes had a lot at stake and was spinning her testimony to make herself look good. 

https://www.npr.org/2021/11/30/1060154461/elizabeth-holmes-theranos-trial-testimony
https://www.law360.com/articles/1443832
https://www.wsj.com/articles/elizabeth-holmes-trial-theranos-founder-says-balwani-berated-abused-her-11638227059?page=4


Post Trial Motions and Appeal

▪ Kevin Downey and John Cline, 
Connelly & Williams, defense 
counsel for Elizabeth Holmes.

▪ Defense counsel indicated it 
will file motions for an acquittal 
and for new trial.

▪ An appeal will inevitably follow 
– likelihood of success?

▪ Holmes will likely remain free 
during any appeals process.  

https://www.wsj.com/articles/elizabeth-holmess-mixed-verdict-could-handicap-an-appeal-lawyers-say-11641810601?page=2


Sentencing

▪ Currently set for Sept. 26.

▪ Experts vary, but most believe the 
sentence will include some prison 
time. 

▪ Sentencing Guidelines:
– Long: 

▪ Hundreds of millions in fraud.
▪ Led the fraud.
▪ Many investors involved.

– Short: 
▪ First time offender.
▪ New mother.
▪ Abuse victim.

https://news.yahoo.com/elizabeth-holmes-conviction-4-fraud-121700120.html


Balwani Trial

▪ Initially indicted together. 

▪ Trials separated because of 
Holmes’s defense strategies. 

▪ The prosecution began calling 
witnesses late last week. 

▪ Opening Statements: 
– DOJ: partners in crime.
– Defense: this was all Holmes. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Trial set to start on March 16, but delayed due to a COVID exposure. Resumed March 23. Witnesses so far:Erika CheungDanise Yam - controller. Cheung:Testimony closely follows testimony in Holmes case.Sobbed at end of direct-examination describing Boise Schiller letter threatening to sue her for disclosing Theranos trade secrets.Filed whistleblower complaint with CMS after threatened by Boies Schiller.Blood tests were highly unreliable.Lack of quality control in lab. Balwani would get mad about the lab running quality control tests. Yam:Testimony closely follows testimony in Holmes case.Balwani pressured her to include revenue projections based on deals with Celgene and Walgreens, but she refused due to a lack of supporting documentation. Theranos hemorrhaged money for years and never met revenue projections. Never turned a profit. Revenue projections created by Holmes or Balwani. Balwani “drove” annual multi-million dollar revenue projections. She never falsified any financial statements.Board unanimously approved financial statements. 

https://www.law360.com/articles/1054440
https://www.law360.com/compliance/articles/1481093/-tomorrow-is-a-new-day-theranos-judge-tells-balwani-atty?nl_pk=ab26c71b-ce87-4af7-a001-760f463b2578&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=compliance&utm_content=2022-04-06
https://www.law360.com/articles/1476344
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